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Turning the Light On Brighter! 
  

Aligning stronger to the light of your essence, you, your soul, 
reduces the casting of shadows that show up as acts of self 
sabotage.  

Answer fully the following questions being ridiculously  
(over-the-top) kind to yourself. 

Looking at consistent themes and patterns in your life, what 
would be the top three greatest strengths you currently bring 
to relationships? 
(Examples: loyalty, highly supportive, good problem-solver, always being there, great 
listener, value provider, wise counsel, a good friend, a safe person, go above & beyond, 
very committed, great communicator, etc. You get the idea…go for it in the most over-
the-top- kind way for yourself. 

1.


2.


3.


The three areas of your life you see these top three strengths 
show up the strongest and the easiest: 
(Examples: spouse/partner, work, friends, parenting, etc.)  

1.


2.


3.
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Looking at your answers, I want you to ask yourself this 
question, what are my greatest strengths that I have not 
FULLY given back to myself? 

(You can put more than one of the top three answers.) 

_______________________________________________________


I have allowed self sabotage or imbalance to happen by 
denying and blocking the gift of my own strengths to myself 
with the following situations: 

(Name three or more past/current situations that are now in an energy draining state 
as a result! Use more space, if needed. This isn’t about being hard on yourself, the only 
purpose is to shine the light of truth for activating your natural strengths, your own soul 
stamina to support your life more fully in the same capacity you give it so freely to the 
world around you.) 
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Letting Self Sabotaging Shadows Go!  
  

Letting go is such an important aspect to bring in new 
creations. Joyfully open up with the exhale and inhale of life. 
Letting go is such a powerful practice to make room for the 
new. 

Name and Claim it! 
I bring light to the shadow that has manifested in the 
following disempowering ways currently in my life:  

Name the most immediate area(s) of your life that you will bring the light of your 
strengths and boost your manifesting desires stronger: 

Claim the word or key phrase that energizes your manifesting 
wishes and how you will support yourself more fully starting 
immediately: 

________________________________________________________________

My Energizing Word for Manifesting New Moon Ritual

ACTION STEPS:
1. You can these sheets to burn or facilitate deeper release with the upcoming 

full moon ritual.
2. Write your “Energizing Word” on your candle or list. Anchor, your word as a 

reminder deeply into your self awareness actions moving forward.
3. Complete your Manifesting New Moon Ritual!
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Rituals have a powerful way of trapping energy into compressed 
intention for an active prayer to be channeled, for release and 
surrender. The new moon ritual is an energizing to bring into stronger 
light of what you want to manifest and create.


Set the intention for your manifesting desires in all the areas of your 
life to allow God, the Universal Loving Presence, Creator, the 
unifying field of creation to open the space up for the miraculous act 
of Divine karmic action to manifest for you.

 


7 Steps to the Manifesting New Moon Ritual


It's Simple, Yet Magically Transformative:

	 1.	 Create a sacred space with meditative music. 
     
	 2.	 Write a list of what you want to “Become and Be” in your life.
    
	 3.	 Write down the new intentional changes or growth you would     

like to bring forth in your life. Write it right. (Antenna to God, 
pen to paper)


	 4.	 Read and absorb what you wrote, fold it and place the next to     
the candle! Write the one word that energizes your list on your 
candle or list.


	 5.	 Light the tealight or prayer candle and speak the words out     
loud… BeCome!


	 6.	 Sit meditatively with your candle lit, hold sacred space inside     
for at least 11 minutes.


	 7.	 Allow and surrender to miraculous manifestations on their way!
    

May the Miraculous Impact You Desire 
Manifest Straight to You!
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Prosperity Rebate Letter of Good Karma 
You have a reservoir of good karma that has built up energy equity in 
your life. You can now claim it to come forth for you.


Write a prosperity rebate letter to the Universe and boost your  
alignment to the good karma you already have escrowed in energy 
equity that can come forth for you. 


State all the ways you have shown up in life with your strengths and 
willingness to help others for the good of the world.


Write the prosperity rebate letter reaching far and wide in your bank 
of good karma equity escrow you have accrued. You are opening up 
to your receiving alignment for your good to reach you.


Light a candle daily for the next 11 days giving manifesting intention 
to the prosperity rebate letter and your readiness to claim your 
prosperity rebate.


Each day when you blow out the candle. 

Say with intention:


I release…  
& 

I am now ready to receive my prosperity rebate paid in full! 

~ Namaste ~
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